
YORKSHIRE’S OFFSHORE, RENEWABLE ENERGY AND 

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE CENTRE 

ENDEAVOUR WHARF, WHITBY 

FOCUS GROUP MEETING 4th NOV 2014 – 5PM SNEATON CASTLE 

Attendance 

Name 
 

Organisation 

Chris Carbro Whitby Boating Association 

Keith Gowland 
 

Whitby Yacht Club 
 Shaun Wood 

 
Fish Processor 
 Cllr Philip Trumper 

 
WTC  
 Cllr Niall Carson WTC  

John Freeman 
 

Whitby & District Tourism Association  
 John Field 

   
Whitby Civic Society  
 Wynne Jones 

  
Whitby Community Cultural Arts  
 Anne Hornigold  Whitby Industry Fishing & Training School 
 Jim Morrison  Parkol Marine Engineering Ltd 
 Sally Atkinson Parkol Marine Engineering Ltd 

Cllr Mike Cockerill  SBC Cabinet Member & Whitby Harbour 
Board Cllr Derek Bastiman SBC Cabinet Member & Deputy Leader 

Alex Richards SBC Project Manager 

Laurie Farmer Dalby Offshore Services 

Richard Buckley Consultant to Dalby Offshore Services 

Gary Hornsby Salt Architects 

David Pogson Group Ginger Architects 

Tim Close CGGW architects 

Emma Taylor CGGW architects 

Jeff Granger CGGW architects 

   

Meeting objectives 

To develop early principles of building design for offshore facilities at Whitby Harbour to be 

encompassed within the architects brief at tender. 

 

Format of the meeting 

All those who had previously expressed an interest in being involved with developing the design and 

appearance of a new Offshore Renewables Facility at Endeavour Wharf, Whitby were invited by the 

Development Team (Dalby Offshore and SBC) to attend a Focus Group session to undertake early 

discussions relating to design and function of a new building. 

Three architectural practices were present – Salt Architects – CGGW Architects and Ginger Group. 



Those present were given a brief presentation including information regarding initial design 

considerations including the type of operation to be undertaken at the site, size of building footprint, 

and environmental considerations including flooding etc. 

Following this members of the focus group were split into 3 tables, each table being facilitated by 

one architectural practice, to discuss and develop building outline design principles, scope, 

specification.    

Discussion was focussed around the following key themes:  

Appearance- What is an appropriate harbour building in Whitby? 

Accessibility - How accessible is the building to the public? 

Scale- What is the appropriate scale for this site? 

Environment and Carbon footprint - What is the buildings impact? 

Technology -  Would it be acceptable to have photovoltaic panels?  

Should the building be an exemplar for environmental design? 

What if these environmental attributes are out of keeping with the historic context? 

 

Note: Cllrs Cockerill and Bastiman did not take part during the design discussions session. 

   

Summary of feedback from interactive session: 

Following the discussion each group fed back their observations and comments. These have been 

summarised as follows: 

Building Appearance /Acceptable approach/Appropriate response to the site  

• The view onto the site from across the River and from the many high level viewing points is 

very important.  The roof would need to be treated as a ‘fifth elevation’ as this would have a 

visual impact. The proposals should sit comfortably within its 'ampitheatre' setting, as it can 

be seen from Abbey Plain, the bridges, etc.  

 

• The aesthetic could be a mix of old and new, to enhance the existing context. The design of 

the building should not clash with the context of Whitby and should reflect its heritage. 

 

• The group did not feel that an ‘office’ aesthetic was appropriate and an entirely glass building 

was also felt to be inappropriate. The building should not be 'dull'. The elevational use of 

timber, brick, stone and glass would be acceptable. One of the groups was concerned to use 

traditional materials. 

 



• The secondary functions of visitor centre and training facility were seen as being important so 

these should be included even if it meant the building was going to be larger.  

 

• One member of the team liked the idea that the building be special through reference to 

Whitby’s Maritime Heritage, i.e. in its form, another commented on the need to connect to 

the water.  Architectural styles mentioned include British wharf traditions as at naval 

dockyards, and it was thought that similar styling could be included. All agreed that it needed 

to be appropriate for its wharf side siting and as a centrepiece for Whitby.  

 

• Materials that would not be acceptable are those that weather-stain. 

 

Accessibility  

• Public Safety and Security were seen as being of paramount importance. 

  

• It would be good for parts of the building to be ‘transparent’ in order for the general public to 

understand what happens inside the building.  The visitor centre/interpretation area was seen 

as being important or very important, this space should be flexible to promote tourism 

interest in the history of wind renewable energy. Tourists being able to see working activity at 

the site were agreed as being a design criterion; one group however noted that this should not 

compromise security.  

Scale  

• Two groups were comfortable with the possible height of 4 storeys, less comfortable with a 

possible height of 5 storeys, one group felt that 3 storeys was more appropriate, but all would 

require the building to be well designed given the scale. It was suggested that if the car 

parking was integrated into the building a larger footprint for the building would allow for a 

lower building (possibly).  

 

• The large footprint meant that a traditional pitched roof would increase the height of the 

building and may not be the best solution.  

 

• All agreed that the building mass would need to be broken up visually.  

Technology/use of exemplar technologies  

• The issue of ‘exemplar’ was discussed and the fact that exemplar today may be dated in 5 

– 10 years.   The idea that the building be an exemplar through a ‘fabric first’ approach 

was seen to be more appropriate. 

 

• It was recognised that a building supporting the renewables building should be powered 

in part by renewables technology; ground heat or water heat sourcing was exampled. 

Other ‘Bolt on’ technologies could be considered if the client wanted to ‘symbolise’ 

renewables. PV energy was discussed as a possibility.  



 

• One group considered that the carbon footprint should be minimised. 

 

Operational Context 

• There should be a transport strategy, with the use of rail explored, recognising that the 

development may put strain on the existing transport infrastructure. 

 

• Stored containers on site should be minimised and should be 'screened'. 

 

• The development could be split into sections, i.e. a minimal office at the Wharf and 

offices etc. at the industrial estate. 

 

• The proposals should have a vehicle strategy for private cars and commercial 

movements.  Thought to be given on using a ‘park and ride’ system; i.e.: does the project 

require 40 spaces? 

 

Architects CGGW had prepared some early concepts and following the feedback session these were 

presented to the group for further discussion: 

 The scale and massing was not generally disapproved. The elevation from across the east 

side of the harbour was considered to be acceptable, in part. 

 

 The north elevation brickwork was considered to be stark and the group would not want to 

see that design at that location.  The two-storey building section at the 'Tourist Info Office' 

end, set alongside the four-storey section was considered discordant. 

 

Next Steps 

Utilising the design feedback provided during the meeting the three architectural practices present 

have been asked to undertake some initial concept design development for presentation / 

discussion with the Focus Group at its next meeting. 

 

 

 


